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Abstract
Will the different levels of knowledge contribute to a collaborative learning?
This thesis is based on a tuition experiment with children in small groups, working
with the educational software Quest Atlantis at Kensington Park Elementary school
in Miami. During this research we have found some similarities and new concepts
within Damon’s and Phelps’s three peer learning concepts (1989).
Through our investigation of how children collaborate and learn from each other, we
discovered that anyone could be a contributor to the collaboration. Through our
transcription we defined and measured patterns of collaboration between the pupils,
which we used to identify how the pupils collaborated. Out of this we constructed
two new concepts, Temporary Expert and Concealed Contributor, which affects the
collaboration in different ways.

Keywords
Quest Atlantis, Collaboration, Expert, Temporary Expert, Concealed Contributor
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1 Introduction
Our three years at MDA1 has given us a certain perspective on collaboration, since
one of the bases within this education is to work in small groups and learn from each
other. Løkensgard Hoel (in Pramling Samuelsson, Sheridan & Williams, p.83, 2000)
argues for the importance of a comfortable environment, which encourage
collaboration. He means that you have to consider questions about the usage of the
classrooms: Are the pupils separate from each other or are they sitting next to each
other? How does the social interaction between children and between children and
the teacher affect the context? How is the authority in the classroom distributed?
Communication and interaction are therefore essential aspects of collaboration.
Another essential aspect for collaboration is the usage of linguistic and physical
tools. We use these tools, instruments, which become our resources to access,
understand and act in our world (Säljö p. 20). “We are biological creatures although
we live in a socio-cultural reality at the same time we asset different kinds of support
and tools, which takes us beyond our own biological limits” (free translating, Säljö p.
17).
The socio-cultural learning perspective is something that has characterized our
education and consequently our thinking too.
In an arrangement with the EU-US FIPSE project, we went to USA, Miami to
participate in the educational software program Quest Atlantis, at Kensington Park
Elementary School (KPE)2. Quest Atlantis is a teaching and learning software
program. It’s a 3D virtual multi user learning environment for children in the age of
9-12 years old. We became in charge of this tuition experiment activity, which we
held with Ms. Veiga’s3 pupils, in an integrated class (8-10 years old) at KPE.

1

Human Computer Work Science (in Swedish; MDA-Människor Datateknik Arbetsliv) at
Blekinge Institute of Technology http://www.bth.se/
2
3

http://kpe.dadeschools.net/
The teacher of ”our” class in Miami http://kpe.dadeschools.net/faculty/fourth_grade.htm
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1.1 Peer learning
“Peer Tutoring”, “Cooperative Learning” and “Peer Collaboration” are three
concepts which are based on peer learning research by Damon and Phelps(1989). We
are going to introduce and summarize these concepts concerning peer learning and
they will pervade our thesis. We aren’t going to look closer to their research since
their concepts are of most value for our result.
There are two basic dimensions that embody all peer relations, Equality and
Mutuality of engagement. But the dimensions vary within the three types of peer
learning.
“Peer tutoring is relatively low on equality and high on mutuality; cooperative
learning is high on equality and low on mutuality; and peer collaboration is high
on both” (p. 137).

1.2 Peer Tutoring
In this approach there is one child who is the expert and the other child is the novice.
The relationship between them is consequently not equal, since there is one of them
who have greater knowledge than the other. Mostly the tutor is older and/or brighter
than the tutee. Damon and Phelps mean that this approach reminds of the traditional
teacher-student relationship, except for three things. “For one thing, another child,
even an older one, never possesses the same degree of authority over a child as does
an adult teacher. Second, there is far less of an “informal gap” between two children
than between a child and an adult. Third, the peer tutor possesses none of the adult
teacher’s acquired skill in transmitting knowledge to the unlearned” (p. 137).
Since the knowledge and status gap is smaller between a tutor and a tutee in a peer
relationship, the tutee feels freer to express opinions and questions.
Damon and Phelps argue that Vygotsky’s “zone of proximal development” is the
theoretical grounding for peer tutoring, since “the zone is created when a child
interacts with a more experienced mentor” and in this way the child enters new areas
of potential (p. 138). Damon and Phelps also mean that Vygotskian theory can
explain why both children can profit from peer tutoring interactions. “The tutee
profits from the very acts of questioning, challenging, and providing feedback to the
7
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tutor. The tutor profits from the act of reformulating knowledge for transmittal to the
tutee’s challenges” (p. 139).

1.3 Cooperative Learning
There are several different ways cooperative learning can be used. Common for all of
them is that a class is divided into small, generally heterogeneous groups, consisting
of four to five children where the children’s ability is taken into account. The group
will be given an assignment or a task to solve together. “All cooperative learning
methods rely on team solidarity and the motivation that it engenders” (p. 140).
Damon and Phelps bring up Aronson’s, Sharan’s and Slavin’s different versions of
cooperative learning. In Aronson’s version each group member becomes an expert
on one aspect of a larger topic. Each member becomes a specialist of their topic and
then they share their knowledge with each other. Sharan’s method is a kind of group
investigation where the members build their knowledge through specialized roles
which they plan and assign themselves. The outcome of this is detailed thesis which
are discussed within the group. Competition between the teams is Slavin’s strategy.
This will encourage everyone in the team to share information within the group so
their performances, as a team or individually, in an activity will do better than the
other competing group/s. Besides having competition as a motivator, rewards are
giving such as points etc. Damon and Phelps believe that compared to other peer
learning types, cooperative learning is the one who relies most on the student’s
individual initiative.

1.4 Peer Collaboration
A pair of novices works together in this approach, unlike peer tutoring where there is
an expert and a novice and unlike cooperative learning, they are set to try to solve a
task together, not individually. The problem they are about to solve together, is new
to both of them and since both are novices, their competence is roughly at the same
level. “As the child works with a fellow novice, the insufficiencies in his or her own
knowledge become less discouraging and the challenge of discovery becomes less
forbidding” (p. 142). The children have to solve the task or problem together and this
forces the children to communicate and interact with each other.
8
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Peer collaboration is the one of the three peer learning approaches who has been less
used in educational programs. Damon and Phelps mean that the answer to that is
“..peer collaboration as a technique has its roots in experimental developmental
psychology rather than educational research” (p. 143).
Damon and Phelps write that the theoretical grounding of peer collaboration emerged
through Piaget studies that focused on facilitating children’s acquisition of
conservation through putting children together to work jointly with peers. The
outcome of two novices working together could become a “socio-cognitive conflict”
(p. 143). Since the children are at the same level, the social interaction between them
may lead to disagreements. According to Damon and Phelps, the outcome of these
conflicts is realization. “First, they become aware that there are points of view other
than their own. This is the Piagetian process of “decentering”. Second, they
reexamine their own points of view and reassess their validity. Third, they learn that
they must justify their own opinions and communicate them thoroughly if others are
to accept them as valid” (p. 143).

1.5 Our definition
In our thesis we define collaborative learning as a common concept for different
forms of collaboration between pupils in groups, where the concept involves
participation, communication and sharing ideas, thoughts, instruments and tools. We
have chosen to call those persons, who give help, contributor to collaboration. This
doesn’t mean that the one who gets help doesn’t contribute to collaboration.

9
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1.6 Quest Atlantis
This part will explain Quest Atlantis detailed. It is necessary to get an overall picture
of how the program works otherwise it will be hard to understand the sessions.

1.6.1 Introduction

In the beginning of year 2000, Sasha Barab4 and Kurt Squire5 (MIT) thought of the
idea of bringing a meta-game structure, based on the work in the video-game
industry into a computer-based educational software in an after-school environment
(See appendix 1).
The Quest Atlantis6 project is led by the Center for Research on Learning and
Technology (CRLT)7 at Indiana University, Bloomington.
Quest Atlantis is a teaching and learning project created for children in the ages of 912 years old. It is a 3-dimensional environment where you can find educational tasks
that are a part of an online mission to save and rebuilt Atlantis. As a user/quester you
get to travel through virtual worlds and in those there are different educational
activities/tasks that are called Quests. You can also chat with other questers from
different places in the world.
Quest Atlantis is a mixture of commercial role-playing games and lessons from
educational research on learning and motivation (Quest Atlantis Manual for teachers
and facilitators).

4

Sasha Barab is an Associate Professor in Instructional Systems Technology and Cognitive Science at
Indiana University (see http://inkido.indiana.edu/barab).
5
Kurt Squire is a PhD candidate in the Instructional Systems Technology program (IST) (School of
Education).
6
The Quest Atlantis team is running update on Quest Atlantis all the time, but we refer to the facts
that were used during our empirical studies.
7
CRLT is an association that is working with different applications off technology to improve
teaching and learning in different areas: http://crlt.indiana.edu/qa.html
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1.6.2 Quest Atlantis - web-based and software
Quest Atlantis is available in two different shapes. If you want to use the 3D world
(fig.1), you have to download the software from Quest Atlantis homepage8. But if
you don’t want to or can’t download the Quest Atlantis software on the computer
you are using, you can log on to the web-based Quest Atlantis, the 2D world (fig.2).
The 2D world is pretty much the same as the software Quest Atlantis except for the
3D window.

Fig. 2; 2D window

Fig. 1; 3D window

1.6.3 Quests
There are almost 500 different quests in Quest Atlantis. They are divided into four
different worlds. The quests topic will depend on in which world you will find it.
You can read and listen to the quests, which will set up a problem for you to solve. It
also tells you what the goals of the quest are and it also gives you proposals of what
kind of resources you can use to solve the quest. The range of the resources depends
on the quest. But it can be everything from searching on the Internet, analyzing
newspapers or articles, interviewing people, researching other cultures or doing
environmental studies etc. Dr Sasha Barab defines that the goal of QA is “that
members participate in real-world, socially and academically meaningful
activities” (Sasha Barab’s Research projects: Quest Atlantis).

8

www.questatlantis.org
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Every quest is worth a certain amount of points. A certain color of the quest is
equivalent to the amount of points you’ll get from finishing it. The difficulty level is
a guideline based on the amount of time the developer of the quest expects a child to
finish it.

1.6.4 Homepage
Each quester has his or her own homepage where he or she can fill out set statements
like: I like..., I am good at... etc. In this way questers will have their own identity in
Quest Atlantis. In the homepage there are several features, among them email and a
friends list.

1.6.5 The configuration of Quest Atlantis
Otak is the gateway where Atlantians gather knowledge from Earth to rebuild their
destroyed planet (fig.3).

Fig. 3

Earth

Otak

Atlantis

Unity World
In this world the quests will deal with different communities and cultures.
Ecology World
Here the quests will be about different environments, plants and animals.
Culture World
The culture world is full of culture expressions like arts, music and writing.
Healthy World
In this world you will learn about how your body works and how you keep it healthy.
This also includes quests about food and exercise.
(Quest Atlantis Manual for teachers and facilitators).
12
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1.7 Purpose
Pramling Samuelsson, Williams, Sheridan and means that (freely translated) “…the
fact that co-learning is a complex phenomenon that can’t straight off be captured in
a model or a perspective” (p. 9). This is not something we will straight out in this
thesis, but take into account in our discussion. We will investigate how children
collaborate and learn together while using computers within small groups. We have
found similarities and new concepts within these three peer learning concepts, when
making our tuition experiment.
How does the level of knowledge of different children contribute to collaborative
learning in a group? How will it express during the collaboration? Who can be a
contributor to collaboration? Has the level of knowledge anything to do with it?

13
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2 Methods
This part starts with our preparation of the tuition. To understand our empirical
material we will give you a detailed description of the lessons structure. Finally we
will describe the equipment and the procedure of our material.

2.1 The learning sessions
To start the activity Quest Atlantis we went to Kensington Park Elementary School.
Before we could begin the activity we had to download the software on the
computers in the classroom. To our big disappointment the graphic cards in
Kensington Park’s computers didn’t support the use of Quest Atlantis 3D world;
therefore we decided to use the 2D world instead. We will therefore concentrate on
the collaboration during the activity in the physical environment instead of the virtual
environment.
To use Quest Atlantis we had to register the pupils. They had to fill out name, age,
gender, affiliation, username and password.
To let the pupils get an idea about what Quest Atlantis is, we showed the
introduction movie about the legend of Quest Atlantis, where they show how Atlantis
were destroyed and how they need our knowledge to rebuilt their world. Afterwards
we straightened out question marks that the pupils had. We also showed that every
user, quester, have his/her own homepage. So the pupils started to fill out their own
homepage. Those who filled out their homepage pretty quick started to add friends to
their list after we had showed them how to do it.
The next assignment was to split up the pupils into groups. We thought that five
pupils in each group would be adequate. The pupils themselves chose in what groups
they wanted to be. Some of the pupils didn’t have a media release, which meant that
we couldn’t record them on film. We tried to get those pupils in the same group so
that we could get as much as possible on film.
Since there were over 500 quests to choose from, Ms.Veiga thought that it would be
a good idea to pick out approximately 10 quests that the pupils could start choosing
from. We presented the quest on the whiteboard. Instead of letting each pupil chose
which quest they wanted to work with, the groups had to agree on what 1st and 2nd
quest they wanted to investigate together.
14
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2.2 Structure of the lessons
When we started the activity we didn’t have a planned structure to follow. Even
though we didn’t have a planned structure, the first lesson had a good structure,
which we naturally followed.
We have divided our structure into different steps to make it easier to follow.
Step 1
The pupils started out by opening Internet Explorer.
Step 2
They type Google.com in the address field.
Step 2

Step 3

Fig.4

Step 3
When the

pupils

enter

Google, they search for
Quest Atlantis.
Step 4
Now they have to find the
right link.
Step 4

Fig. 5
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Step 5
The right link takes them to the Quest Atlantis Gateway where there’s 5 different
links to chose from, Logon, Legend, Start, Centers and Help. To continue they have
to press the logon link.

Step 5

Fig. 6

Step 6
When

they

have

entered the logon
site, they have to fill
in their username
and password.
Step 6
Fig. 7
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Step 7
The pupils now enter their homepage.

Step 8
They choose the link assigned quests.

Fig. 8

Step 8
Step 9
The 9 quests that Ms.Veiga had picked out are now showing. The pupils have to pick
the quest that was their first choice.

Fig. 9
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Step 10
They click on the quest to be able to read a preview.

Fig. 10

Step 11
Step 11
When the pupils are done reading they open the quest. (The quest opens in a new
window) You have to read the preview one more time, the goals of the quest and
what resources (if there are any) that may help you answering the quest. (Fig.11)

18
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Fig. 11

Step 12

Step 12
After the pupils have read the quest description, they start the quest. The goals are
repeated one more time and so are the resources.

19
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Step 13
When they have
started the quest
they will be able
to

submit

their

response to the
quest.
pupils

Some
use

the

resources to find
the
want

facts

they

to

write

about, others just
start to write.

Step 14
If the pupils want
to they may attach
some pictures (4
at the most) that
they can associate
with their text.

Step 14

Fig. 12
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14.1
The next step is to find a picture. There are two ways to do that.
14.1.1
If a pupil decides to attach a picture, one way is to find
the picture on Google. The pupil has to open Internet
explorer in a new window. When the pupil has entered
Google, he or she types in the word he or she wants to
search for on images.
14.1.2
If there are resources, the pupils can find pictures there.
14.2
When the pupils have found a picture the next step is to save it.
14.3
Now the pupils have to attach the picture he or she found.
Step 15
Each pupil has
to answer three
questions in a
reflection part.

Fig. 13
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Step 16
When the pupils are done answering the quest and the reflection, they submit their
response. But if they’re not finished, they can save and submit later.

Fig. 14

Step 17
Those pupils who have finished their quest before the lesson is over can do other
things on Quest Atlantis, for example email or add some friends to their friends list.

Fig. 15

Fig. 16
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2.3 Equipment
Below we will first present the method we used in our research and the next part will
explain our course of action handling the material.

2.3.1 Video camera
During our research we have been using video camera to document as much as
possible. We started out by writing logs at the same time when we helped the pupils.
It was impossible to be observers and teachers at the same time. We noticed that we
lost a lot of information in our logs, so we decided to only work with our field
material from our video films.

2.3.2 Transcription
To handle the filmed material we started out by watching the tapes very accurately.
We watched the tapes over and over again to see what really happened. To be able to
handle our material we had to transcribe our tapes both in forms of oral and actions.
Later on we discovered that the filmed occasions were cut into different amounts of
sequences (result of turning the camera on and off). We looked closer to these
sequences to see what we could find.

23
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3 Result
3.1 Empirical material
After the pupils had chosen their own members we ended up with six groups with
4-5 pupils in each group. Each group had two sessions working with Quest
Atlantis. We started out by having the activity in the classroom, which caused
some problems, because Ms.Veiga had her regular lessons at the same time and
therefore the pupils had to be quiet, which affected the collaboration. Then we got
the opportunity to use the computer lab instead, which we did.
Eight of twelve occasions were videotaped which have become the material we
have been working with. The other four occasions weren’t videotaped due to no
media release. Since some of the pupils didn’t have a media release, we will not
use the pupil’s real names in this thesis.

24
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Figure 17 gives you an overview of our research. In the group column the
different groups are shown. In session 1 and session 2 you can see which pupils
that was present of the group and where the activity was held. The presence
wasn’t always the same as the groups, since some pupils were absent and
therefore other pupils could join the session. Each occasion lasted one hour but we
have only document parts of the occasions, which you can see in the document
film column. As mentioned, some groups didn’t have any media release and
therefore we weren’t allowed to record them. In the document film column you
can see which groups that didn’t had any media release.

Groups

Session 1

Date

Document
film

Session 2

Date

Document
film

Group 1: Sarah,
Louis,
Rebecca,
Heather, Linda

Presence: Sarah,
Louis,
Rebecca,Heather
Linda
Location: In the
classroom
Presence: Sam,
Michael, Steve,
Matthew
Location: In the
computer lab
Presence: Billy,
Philip, Sebastian,
Richard
Location: In the
computer lab
Presence: John,
Julie,
Nicole,
Brandon
Location: In the
computer lab
Presence: Susie,
Mary,
Jen,
Joanna
Location: In the
computer lab
Presence: Chris,
Jack, Liza, Brad,
Joey Location:
In the computer
lab

17/4
2003

No film, due
to no media
release

Presence:
Sarah,
Louis,
Rebecca,
Heather,
Linda
Location: In the
computer lab

23/4
2003

12 min

21/4
2003

20 min

23/4
2003

15 min

21/4
2003

14 min

24/4
2003

22/4
2003

No film, due
to no media
release

Presence:
Sam,
Michael,
Steve,
Matthew
Location: In the
computer lab
Presence:
Billy,
Philip,
Sebastian,
Richard
Location: In the
classroom
Presence:
Mixed
groups
Location: In the
classroom

5 min, ended
filming
because of
noisy
surrounding
No
film
because of
noisy
surrounding

22/4
2003

11 min

Presence:
Susie,
Annie, Mary, Joanna
+ John Location: In
the computer lab

25/4
2003

25 min

22/4
2003

No film, due
to no media
release

Presence: Jack, Brad
+
Louis,
Philip,
Nicole Location: In
the computer lab

25/4
2003

20 min

Group 2: Sam,
Michael,
Steve,
Matthew
Group 3: Billy,
Philip, Sebastian,
Richard
Group 4: John,
Julie,
Nicole,
Brandon
Group 5: Susie,
Annie, Mary, Jen,
Joanna
Group 6: Chris,
Jack, Liza, Brad,
Joey

24/4
2003

Fig. 17 Table over the different occasions and sessions
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3.2 Process of material
In this part of our thesis we will present how we have processed our empirical
material. All eight videotaped occasions are divided into film sequences and in
these film sequences we found different types of collaboration. Down below we
will present our classification of different types of collaboration and later on show
a sequence diagram where we measure the amount of collaboration. We are also
going to make you familiar with certain terms that we will use in our analysis. We
will present all eight occasions and there will be an analysis after each occasion,
the occasions are very detailed and perhaps a bit long. But it is necessary that we
show the whole occasion and not just part of it. In order to understand the analysis
it is important to get an overall picture of the occasion. The occasions will appear
in order of date.

26
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3.3 Collaboration concepts
During our transcription of our video material, we noticed that the pupils
collaborated a lot. We also observed the different ways the pupils collaborated in
and on basis of what we clearly identified as different approaches/patterns of how
they collaborated within each group. We have chosen to focus on the
collaboration between the pupils, peer learning, even though of course there was
collaboration between the pupils and us, which you’ll see in our transcript.
Now we are going to explain the different concepts of collaboration that occurred
during the activity. These concepts underlies the sequence diagram below, i.e. we
use these concepts to count the amount of collaboration
We have chosen to organize the different collaborations into three types.
● Collaboration by showing
-Explaining
-Maneuvering
● Collaboration by discussing
● Collaboration by looking and permit looking

3.3.1 Collaboration by showing
By this type of collaboration we mean that the collaboration between the pupils
was very obvious, since we saw them help and show each other what to do. When
they helped each other they either explained or demonstrated how to deal with a
certain task, which made the collaboration kind of clear. Here we can see two
different ways of helping, one where the pupil explains for the other how to do, to
manage the task, “Explaining”. The other way is when the pupils takes over and
just do the work, without explaining how and why, “Maneuvering”.
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3.3.2 Collaboration by discussing
By discussing, we mean that the pupils communicated with each other and
therefore collaborated by discussing. They discussed how to manage with the
quest or how to work with the certain task. This category was therefore based on
communication between the pupils within each group.

3.3.3 Collaboration by looking and permit looking
This is a more briefly way of collaboration since it’s only one of the pupils in the
couple who is active by looking at his or her friend, to find out what to do or to
get some ideas what the task is about. This makes the collaboration pretty brief
due to the passive pupils, who just let the other take part of what he or she has
been doing or writing to solve the task.
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3.4 Sequence Diagram
As we mentioned in session Methods, our film material were divided into
sequences (automatically when we turned the film camera on and off). In these
sequences we found a number of collaboration occasions, according to our own
collaboration concepts. We will present this in the diagram below.
Each figure shows a group number, how many minutes we filmed that occasion,
how many sequences there were and the amount of collaboration we’ve seen. (We
haven’t put out how many minutes every sequence lasted, because we don’t think
it would have any affect.)
The first figure (fig.18) shows group number two. We have 20 minutes
documented on video film. We turned on and off the camera three times, which
resulted in three sequences. In the first sequence we found one occasion where the
children collaborated according to one of our collaboration concepts. The totally
amount of collaboration in these three sequences in this first figure is 1+1+2= 4.
Date and location is also set. The other figures (fig. 19-25) are to be read
accordingly.

3.4.1 First Session
Filmed
Documentation

Group no

20 min

2

1

2

3

Film Sequences
2003-04-17
Computer lab

1

1

2

Amount of
Collaboration
Fig. 18
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14 min

3

1

2

3

4

5

2

4

3

0

0

4

5

2003-04-21
Computer lab

Fig.19

11 min

5

1

2

3

2003-04-22
Computer lab

9

3

1

2

2
Fig. 20

3.4.2 Second Session
12 min

1

1

2

3

4

5

6
2003-04-23
Computer
lab

2

2

5

1

0

0

Fig. 21

15 min

2

1

2003-04-23
Computer lab
Fig. 22

3
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5 min

3

2003-04-24
Classroom

1

Fig. 23

1
25 min

5

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

0

1

0

12 min

6

2003-04-25
Computer lab

Fig. 24

2003-04-25
Computer lab

1

9
Fig. 25

After we have showed how much amount of collaboration we could find in these
eight occasions, you’ve got a hint of what will be disposed in the transcript of the
occasions.
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3.5 Terms-concepts
During our research, we’ve found three concepts that have emerged through our
empirical material. We have chosen to call these concepts: Expert, Temporary
Expert and Concealed Contributor, which we will describe here.
Another thing we have to explain is the different level of ability to learn among
the pupils. These concepts are important for our analysis.

3.5.1 Expert
When we looked closer to each group we found out that the groups with high
amount of collaboration had what we will call an “expert”. By expert we mean a
pupil that is always a step ahead and that the other members “use” to find out
what to do. The expert appears many times and often has higher ability to learn
than the rest of the group.

3.5.2 Temporary Expert
What separates temporary expert from expert is that a pupil once or occasionally
becomes the expert. The temporary expert’s ability to learn is often lower than the
ability of the expert.

3.5.3 Concealed Contributor
By concealed contributor we mean a pupil who contributes to the collaboration
once or occasionally, but indirectly and unnoticeable.
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3.5.4 Ability to learn
The ability level of the children at Kensington Park has been identified through
various test made by, among others, Miami- Dade County Public Schools (MDCPS) and Florida Department of Education. (See appendix 2)
After measuring the children’s ability to learn, they will naturally fall into certain
ability groupings. These groupings are set as High - , Medium - and Low- Ability.
We aren’t use to this kind of ability measuring in Sweden and we dislike the
measuring of children’s ability, but this is how it works in Miami–Dade County
school system(see appendix 2), where we did our research.
High ability (H) = Working above grade level
These pupils have very good ability to learn and are doing well in school. Mostly
they don’t have any problem to manage different tasks and understands how to
solve them easy. These pupils often learn right away and don’t have to ask for
much help to go on further.
Medium ability (M) = Working at grade level
This category of pupils have pretty good ability to learn but less than the pupils
with high ability. They often manage to solve the task by their own or by
discussing with each other.
Low ability (L) = Working below grade level
These pupils have problems to learn and needs a lot of help to manage their tasks.
Included in this group are students identified as having Specific Learning
Disabilities after being tested by school psychologists using a standard set of
testing instruments. Additionally this group includes students tested for possible
learning disabilities who did not qualify for the program due to there not being a
sufficient discrepancy between their identified ability and achievement levels.
We will use these shortenings (H, M, L) after each pupil’s name when we present
the occasions.
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3.6 Sessions
Below we will present eight transcriptions in order of date. We have chosen to
show whole transcripts to give an overall picture. The transcripts are extensive
and very detailed.
After each transcript there will be an analysis. We didn’t film whole occasions,
because we couldn’t only be observers, since the pupils needed our help.
Therefore our film (sequences) is scattered over the whole occasion (Of course
not those occasions where there is only one sequence).
We have chosen to divide all occasions into numbered episodes. We will use these
numbered episodes to make each analysis more accurate and understandable. But
we will only use those episodes that are of value in our analysis. We have made
some comments in the transcript to make it more comprehensible.

3.7 Description of the chosen quests
To understand why the pupils are acting the way they do during the occasions, it’s
necessary to know what the quest requires. We will give you a summary of the
most relevant quests; i.e. the quests our pupils were working with.
*Creative Creature Adaptations
Animals have many special features that allow them to live in different
places. Animals that live on land have different features from those that
live in water. Animals that live in the bottom of the ocean have some very
different characteristics from animals that live in a small stream.
We refer to the different types of places that animals live as habitats and
we call the special characteristics or features that help them survive in
these habitats adaptations.
The Council is especially interested in how Earth animals can survive in
different aquatic habitats. Your quest is to create a 3D representation of
an animal using any materials available to you. You will also need to write
a short description of your animal. It should tell the Council:
•

What kind of animal it is

•

Where the animal lives
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•

What special features or characteristics the animal has, and

•

How it acts or behaves in its habitat.

*I Am a Drop of Water
In Atlantis we have noticed that water flows in different places, to different
places, and at different times of the year. We are very interested in how
water flows on Earth since we think it follows a similar pattern here in
Atlantis.
Atlantians love stories. Would you create a story about the "life" and
"journey" of a drop of water on Earth in order to help our Atlantians be
interested in how water behaves in our world?
You could imagine that you are a drop of water from a garden house. You
fly out of the end of the house and land on the ground, travel from your
backyard, through the ground, to a local stream and eventually out to the
ocean.
Write a first person story that describes your adventures.

*In the Eye of the Beholder
The Council has been discussing the idea that art can be used to convey a
message. Some of our members are concerned, though, that different
people who look at the same piece of art might interpret it differently. They
refer to an old Earth proverb that says, "...beauty is in the eye of the
beholder," but none of us is quite sure what that means. Do you know what
it means?
Help us learn more about how different people might interpret a piece of
art. We'd like you to interview your friends on Earth to find out if their
views are similar or not when looking at the same piece of art.

*Sweden: Heroes around the world
In Atlantis, there are some people that many of us admire for their
accomplishments and contributions to society. These heroes are people
who have made our lives better in many different ways. We would like to
know about the heroes you have in your countries on Earth... A hero can
be someone famous or simply someone that is important to you. Who are
your heroes? We want to know who you think is a hero in Sweden. Also,
what makes him or her a hero? You can use the Internet, newspapers,
books, or magazines to research your hero. Or, if it is someone you know,
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you can interview him or her. We look forward to reading your response.
The people of Atlantis are excited to learn about heroes in Sweden.

*Sweden: What does it mean to be Swedish?
Some people from Atlantis are debating what it means to be “Atlantian.”
Many of the people from Atlantis have similar interests, do things in
similar ways, and share a common view of the world around them.
However, some people in Atlantis do not agree on what defines an
Atlantian. They view Atlantians as a diverse group who have varied
interests. Yet, there does still seem to be a general attitude that is, well,
“Atlantian.”
We would like to know how people from Sweden define themselves. What
does it mean to be “Swedish?” Research Swedish culture, which might
include foods, forms of entertainment, celebrations, political systems,
sports, and fashion. Report back to the OTAK on what you think it means
to be “Swedish.”

*The Sky is the Limit
There are many problems in the world. Some are easily addressed and
some take lots and lots of study. Some of the vaccines developed in Atlantis
have really helped the quality of our life. The ability to write ideas down
and share them through our e-books has helped society as well. Also, the
ability to recycle has helped save our environment. Finally, some ideas
like freedom of speech have also helped our society become more open.
Another important idea is that people are innocent until proven guilty.
What are some problems on Earth that you think need to be solved. For
this Quest you are to develop an invention to help solve a problem that you
care about. It could be an idea (like democracy), a song, a concept, or a
gadget. THE SKY IS THE LIMIT!
(Quest Atlantis, website)
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3.8 First Session
3.8.1 Group 2
Presence: Steve (H), Matthew (H), Michael
(H), Sam (H)
Date: 21/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “In the eye of the beholder”
Documentation: Videotape 20 minutes
Camera angle: Evenly spread

1

2

Michael

Course of events
Michael and Matthew sit quietly, concentrating and reading.
Michael looks at Matthew’s screen.
Steve couldn’t log on to QUEST ATLANTIS so we decided
that he could sit with Sam so that they could work together.
Charlotte is sitting with Sam and Steve talking about what
goals the quest has. Therese walks up between Michael and
Matthew. She asks if they know how to save a picture, but
she doesn’t get an answer. She walks up to Matthew’s right
side and starts explaining how you can save a picture.
Michael is also following the same instructions that Matthew
is doing. There is not much talking even if we encourage
them to.
Therese tells them that one of the goals of the quest is to look
at each other’s picture and say what you think about it.
Michael and Matthew look at each other and laughs.

Matthew

Sam/Steve

Comments

When Steve tried to log
on to Quest Atlantis he
entered another pupil’s
homepage instead of his
own.

Steve and Sam have decided to choose a picture. Charlotte
asks if they know how to save a picture. Steve says “yes” but
later on it showed that he couldn’t.
End of sequence

3

4

Therese shows Michael how to find his picture that he has
saved. Again she tells Michael and Matthew that they should
look at each other’s pictures and tells each other what they
think about it and how it makes them feel. They look at each
other and whisper a few words about their pictures.
Steve and Sam are working actively together. Steve tells Sam
what to do. He points at the screen.
Steve: “Maximize”
Steve: “This one”
Sam: “That one”

Sam is using the mouse
when Steve asks him to
maximize the window.
But Sam doesn’t
understand what he
means.
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Steve: “The one next to the cube”
Steve: “The one in the box”
Steve: “Oh my god give it to me” Steve takes
the mouse
Steve: “Have you never used a computer before
Sam”?
Charlotte: “What does it say?”
5

Steve gives the mouse back to Sam and they start to talk
about the Quest.

6

Matthew and Michael whispers to each other.
End of sequence

7

8

9

Sam and Steve works on the quest. Sam is writing but Steve
tries to take over the keyboard.
Sam glances at Matthew’s screen but continues to write.
Steve is looking too and he is laughing. Steve is making
comments on Matthew’s picture.
Michael and Matthew is sitting quiet and working on their
quest.
Steve and Sam discuss their picture loud. Now Steve is
typing on the computer. They are alternating the typing and
helping each other to spell the words correctly.
Michael whisper Matthew’s name and Matthew leans over to
Michael without saying anything.
Now Steve and Sam ask if Matthew and Michael can look at
their picture and say their opinion and how it makes them
feel.
Steve turns the screen so that Michael also can see. They
laugh. Matthew and Michael look at each other, but there
isn’t much exchange between them or with Steve and Sam.
Steve presses a key but Sam pushes away his hand and starts
typing. Then suddenly he stops and looks up at the screen
and then Steve presses a key.
Matthew and Michael are watching each other pictures again.
But they don’t talk much. Just a couple of words, then they
start writing about it.
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10

Sam is still writing on the quest and Steve supervises every
key that Sam presses.
Later on Steve corrects Sam’s spelling by spelling it out loud.
Steve tries to reach the keyboard, but Sam it keeping his
hands in front of it. Then Steve comes up with a new
sentence and Sam allows him to type after a while.
End of sequence
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3.8.1.1 Analysis of group 2
This whole occasion is very calm and quiet. There is some collaboration but not
that much and we think that the collaboration occurs for two reasons. The first one
is that Steve had to sit and work together with Sam. As you can see in the
occasion, they are cooperating through episode 4-10.
The other is that this quest’s assignment was to share each other’s opinions about
a picture. This happens between Michael and Matthew in episode 3 and 9 maybe
in episode 6. Steve and Sam ask for Michael and Matthew’s opinion in episode 8.
If there weren’t for these two reasons, we don’t think that there would be any
collaboration at all.
We also think that a contributing issue to why there is little collaboration is the
ability levels of the pupils. We couldn’t find any expert, temporary expert or
concealed contributor. There can be many things that affect the collaboration in
this group. One reason can just be as simple as their personality, maybe they don’t
know each other that well or don’t like to talk to each other. Another thing can be
that they don’t need each other’s help, perhaps they can work individual and
understand the directions.
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3.8.2 Group 3
Presence: Philip (L), Billy (H), Sebastian (L), Richard (L) (enters the group after
35 minutes)
Date: 21/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “The sky of the limit”
Documentation: Videotape 14 minutes
Philip
Billy
Sebastian Richard
Camera angle: Evenly spread
Course of events
1

Comments

The film starts with that Philip and Billy are already logged
in to QUEST ATLANTIS, while Sebastian is still trying to
log on. Philip is reading out loud about the different links and
sources the quest has, he is asking Charlotte what e-books
are.
Philip: “…and share them through the e books”
Philip: “What is e-books?”
Charlotte: “it’s like books on the Internet”
Philip: “oooh”
At the same time Billy also reads the quest out loud.

2

3

4

Finally Sebastian is logged on and he asks Sofie what he is
going to do. Sofie tells him where to find the different quests.
Then she tells him to find the quest they have chosen, which
he does. Then Sofie tells him to read the directions or the
quest and he leans back and says “Man!” Then he starts to
read.
Now everyone is reading out load and concentrating on the
quest. Philip is having trouble pronouncing the word
“society”. Billy helps him pronounce it and Philip is
repeating the word. After a while Billy says, “I’m almost
done P”. Everyone continues reading. Billy is finished and
turns to us smiling and says: “I’m already done”. Charlotte
asks Billy if he knows what to do, but Billy shakes his head.
Then he wonders if he can start the quest. Philip and
Sebastian interrupt their reading to look at Billy and then
they go on reading.

All quests contain
directions or
instructions about the
quest, which the pupils
have to read before
they will be able to
start working with the
quest.
Billy’s nickname for
Philip is “P”.

When Billy has opened the quest he is reading the goals quiet
meantime Philip and Sebastian are still reading out loud.
Billy scrolls down the page to get an overview then he
scratches his head. Billy looks at Charlotte for help; she asks
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him if he still doesn’t know what to do. He shakes his head.
With help from Charlotte he understands what the quest is all
about. He starts writing about poor people.
5

Philip doesn’t really understand what the quest means by
society problem so he looks at Billy’s screen to get a clue. He
starts to discuss the society problem homeless people with
Therese.
End of sequence

6

Sebastian doesn’t know what to do; Billy is showing him by
pointing at the text field.
Sebastian: “this?” pointing somewhere with
the pointer.
Billy:”No this” and points at the text field.
Billy: “And then you write what your solution,
what ahm, what you’re going to do to help the
poor people.”
Sebastian is leaning over Billy to watch his
screen.
Philip: “Or the homeless people, like what I’m
doing.”

7

8

Billy points with
his finger at
Sebastian’s screen
to show him where
to write about the
quest.

Then Sebastian starts to write. Everyone is writing on their
quest. Sebastian is looking at Billy’s computer and pointing
on the screen. He says something (unhearable) to Billy. Billy
is answering with a nod.
Then Billy is asking Sebastian how he will do it, but gets no
answer. Sebastian looks at Billy’s screen again and points
and asks for help. Billy is trying to help him by reaching for
the keyboard, but Sebastian pushed his hand away and
presses the key that Billy showed him.

We don’t know what
Billy means when he
asks how Sebastian will
do it.

Sebastian:”I knew it”
Billy: “You didn’t know”
9

He didn’t want Billy’s help anymore since he now
understood which key to push. But Sebastian is still looking
at Billy’s screen. He doesn’t know what to write and he looks
dejected.
Meantime Philip is reading his answer on the quest out loud.
Somewhere here Richard comes in to the computer lab.
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End of sequence
10

Billy is leaning over Sebastian and is maneuvering his mouse
to mark the address field. At the same time he says:
“www.google”
By this time Sebastian isn’t logged on to Quest Atlantis
anymore. Sebastian doesn’t want to do that and says:
Sebastian: “nick.com, nick.com”
Billy: “When you’re done you can go there”

11

Nick.com is a site
about music, games,
movies etc. for kids.

Philip comes into the picture. He’s having trouble finding the
right keys. What happens next is that Sebastian wants to go
to another Internet site. He says that he’s finished with the
quest. An argument breaks out about this.
Charlotte: “But you aren’t done?”
Sebastian: “I am”
Charlotte: “You are?”
Charlotte: “Did you answer all the questions?”
Sebastian: “Yes”
Billy: “No you didn’t!”
Sebastian turns away from Charlotte and faces
Billy instead.
Sebastian: “Yes I did”
Billy: “No you’re lying”
Sebastian: “Yes I did”
Billy: “Why are you lying to her if she’s
leaving on Friday?”
Billy: “I saw you didn’t write anything on the
questions”
Sebastian becomes quiet and looks at his screen. Billy
continues to focus on his quest. We see that Sebastian is
having difficulties so we offer our help.

12

A moment after this, Richard helps Sebastian by pointing on
the arrow by the address field where you get a drop down
menu so that he could find Quest Atlantis. Richard also
presses a key on Sebastian’s keyboard and then leans back on
his chair for a couple of seconds, just looking at Sebastian
who’s just looking at his screen. Richard leans over and
presses another key on Sebastian’s keyboard.
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13

Next thing that happens is that Philip turns to Sofie who is
filming and asks:
Philip:” What does this mean?”
Billy answers: “What?”
Billy gets out of his chair and takes a closer look at Philip’s
screen. Philip is having trouble understanding the reflection.
Billy starts to read the instructions out loud. Then Philip and
Billy look at each other. Billy reads it out loud again and
Philip starts to write. When Billy is finished reading, he sits
down at his chair and scratches his head. He looks at his
screen.

14

The reflection part is
very hard to understand
as well and we had to
explain it several times
for the pupils.

Philip is concentrating on his quest.
Philip: “I’m done, I’m almost done,
I only need two more words.”
Billy: “Could somebody help?”
Charlotte goes to Billy. Next second Philip screams that he is
done.
End of sequence

15

16

Richard is working quietly, peeking on Sebastian’s screen. In
the background you can hear Therese explaining what the
reflection is about. Sebastian is now concentrating on his
quest.
Philip asks if he could watch the movie about the legend of
Quest Atlantis again and Therese helps him to put it on. A
message comes up on the screen and we joke about that
Philip has destroyed the computer. The next moment we’re
talking about Nintendo.
Philip: “What’s this?” Referring to the
message on the screen
Philip: “Unable to…”
Charlotte: “Philip is destroying the computer
again”
Philip:”Ha?”
Philip: “What am I doing?”
Therese: “Destroying it?”
Philip: “No”
Therese: “Oh that will be expensive”

This movie is an
introduction about
Quest Atlantis. The
movie introduces the
activity and the
purpose of it.
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Philip: “I will do the “microbrader” on my
playstation”
Therese: “If you can log on on your computer…
Billy: “Do you have the playstation, you won’t
have it for the whole or forever”

We don’t know what
microbrader is.

17 Until this moment Sebastian had been concentrating on his
quest.
Sebastian: “I have a playstation too too. No, I
mean that I have, that I have one too. It’s better
because playstation 1 games, can go and try
playstation 2 and playstation 2 that means that
playstation 1 games, I mean playstation 2
games can’t go on playstation 1 games. There
is PS 2 and PS 1…”
Therese: “Do you think you will give up your
playstation to the homeless people?”
Philip: “Yeah, I would. Only my playstation
one, but not my playstation two”
Therese: “Would you do that Sebastian?”
Philip: “No, but I think that, I think that…”
Sebastian: “hm?”
Therese: “Would you give up your playstation
to give it to the homeless people?”
Sebastian:”NO” Laughs
Therese:”No?”
Philip: “They don’t got no TV.”
Sebastian: “My brother would, I would but my
brother wouldn’t. But my mom gave it as an
Easter present.”
Billy:”I, I hm..”
Therese: “Together?”
Sebastian: “My brother won’t let me give away
his Nintendo.”
Philip: “I give away my whole…”
Sebastian: “And a, I can’t give. My dad won’t
let me give away the bit, this whole Nintendo
with the game that have 110 games.”
Billy: “It does?”
Sebastian: “Yeah”
Billy: “Which one, the 64?”
Sebastian: “NO!”
Billy: “Playstation”
Sebastian: “A different one, …playstation”
Therese: “Now you’ll have to write so you can”
Billy: “The green one, ah the green one you’re
talking about?”

Sebastian means that
he also has a
playstation 2
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Philip: “The super Nintendo?”
Sebastian: “No, this one’s different, it’s older”
Therese: “10 minutes left”
18

Philip is done with his quest so he doesn’t have anything to
do. Therese suggests that he could add some friends to his
friends list. He says that he’d only added two.
End of sequence

19

Philip starts adding friends and Billy is watching.
Sebastian is swinging his hands above the keyboard trying to
find a key and Richard is concentrating on his answer to the
quest.
End of sequence
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3.8.2.1 Analysis of group 3
The pupils in this group are communicating with each other pretty much. They are
reading their quest out loud, talks a lot and pretty often ask each other or us for
help.
Every now and then they glance on each other’s screens and ask one another
questions about what they are doing or how they should do things by pointing and
discussing.
Billy is the first one to finish reading the quest. When he doesn’t understand
something he asks us for help. But Philip and Sebastian rather turns to Billy first
to get help before or instead of asking us.
In episode 6 you can see that Sebastian turns to Billy for help and Billy explains
what he is supposed to do. Sebastian asks another question to Billy in the
following episode.
In the 8th episode Sebastian looks and points at Billy’s screen again and asks for
help. But when Sebastian sees which key Billy is reaching for, he pushes his hand
away, presses it himself and pretends that he knew it all along. It felt like he could
only accept help from others when it suited him. For example in episode 10 where
Billy is trying to help Sebastian to get back to the Quest Atlantis site, Sebastian
talks about another site and looks slightly uninterested.
It also happens that Billy helps Philip for instance, without him even asking. In
episode 3 when Philip is having difficulties pronouncing the word “society”, Billy
helps him through his stuttering by saying the word so that Philip could get the
right pronounce. Same thing happens in episode 13 where Philip turns to Sofie
and asks what “something” means and Billy answers with what and gets out of his
chair to help Philip.
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We think that Billy is the expert in this occasion, since he helps the other pupils
and explains for them what to do. But there is also a temporary expert in this
occasion.
After the argument in episode 11 where Sebastian stated that he was done with the
quest and Billy argued that he wasn’t, he couldn’t really expect getting more help
from Billy. Surprisingly Richard helps Sebastian in episode 12, without him even
asking. Richard helps Sebastian by pointing on his screen and pressing some keys,
but he doesn’t say much. Richard becomes the temporary expert.
Episode17. Therese starts this conversation with Sebastian and tries to make him
understand what the quest is all about. Therese is trying to associate Sebastian’s
interests in playstation with the goal of the quest.
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3.8.3 Group 5
Presence: Joanna (H), Jen (H), Mary (M), Susie (L)
Date: 22/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “I am a drop of water”
Documentation: Videotape 11 minutes
* Annie was absent this session
Mary
Camera angle: Evenly spread

Susie

Course of events
1

2

4

Joanna

Comments

The session starts with that Charlotte spells Quest Atlantis
out loud to Jen and Joanna. They write it at Google.
At the same time Sofie tells Mary and Susie to go on the
Internet. Sofie tells them the address to Google. She spells
out www.google.com and Susie repeats it and writes it in the
address field.
When Susie and Mary have entered Google, Sofie tells them
to write Quest Atlantis. Joanna has already logged on to
Quest Atlantis. Jen is still at Google. Joanna points at the link
that will take Jen to the log on site of Quest Atlantis. Joanna
tells Jen how to do and helps her to log on.
Joanna: “Write
username”

3

Jen

your

username,

your

Charlotte helps Susie to figure out how Quest Atlantis is
spelled. Susie guesses letter for letter.

Susie is still on
Google searching for
Quest Atlantis.

When Jen has logged on to Quest Atlantis, Joanna points at
Jen’s mail. Jen opens her mailbox. Joanna points on one of
Jen’s mails, which Jen opens. Joanna takes away her hand
from Jen’s screen for a few seconds and then she raises her
hand again and points at the inbox button, which Jen presses.
Then Joanna points on the “restore down” button and Jen
presses that and closes the mailbox.

5

Mary is on the “logon” site but she can’t remember her
username/password so Therese looks it up.

6

Therese asks if they remembered what quest they chose. At
first Joanna says “no”. Then she turns to Jen.

We had the pupil’s
usernames and
passwords in a book.
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Joanna to Jen: “Drop of water, right?”
Jen: “hmm”
Joanna: “Drop of water”
Jen: “Drop of water” / turns to us
Joanna raises her hand:”Drop of water”
Sofie: “Yeah”
7

8

Therese says that they should choose assigned quests. They
don’t understand what to do, so Therese shows Jen and
Joanna where to find the quest by pointing at Jen’s screen.
Susie is still struggling on Google to find the right link to get
to Quest Atlantis.
Joanna doesn’t understand where to find the assigned quests.
Joanna: “Here?” points with the mouse (pointer) on
something at the screen
Jen: “No, assigned quests” and points with her finger
where to click.

9

10

11

Charlotte points on which link Susie should press to get to
Quest Atlantis.
When Jen and Joanna enter assigned quests, Jen points on
their quest, “I am a drop of water” and looks at Joanna.
Joanna looks at Jen screen and nods.
Susie is typing in her username and password. When she
presses enter the screen becomes white, she failed to log in.
At the same time she puts her hands in front of her mouth
and presses the button try again. She is now back on the same
site again and starts to fill in her password and username one
more time. Jen looks at Susie’s screen and start to comment
something but is interrupted because Joanna is whispering
something to her.

Susie didn’t type her
password or username
right. That’s why the page
turned white.

Susie turns to Charlotte and points on the password line.
Susie: “What do I put down here?”
Susie: “What do I put here?”
Charlotte:”The password”

12

Susie’s page turns white once again but she noticed that she
wrote the wrong password. Jen looks at Susie’s screen and
makes comments on her username.
Susie: “I think I put this wrong”
Jen: “You put DSusie”
Susie: “That is my username”
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Jen: “oh”
13

Joanna asks Charlotte what she is going to do next. Finally
Susie logged on to Quest Atlantis. Now she tries to get some
help from Charlotte but she is busy helping Joanna and
therefore she asks Therese what to do next.
Susie: “now, what I do?”
Therese: “Ask your friend, Ask Mary”

14

Susie first turns to Jen and when she hears Therese say Mary
she turns to Mary instead. Susie asks Mary what to do. Mary
moves her chair closer to Susie to give her some help. Mary
points at assigned quests at Susie’s screen and then Susie
points with her mouse on another link.
Susie: “Now, what do I do?”
Mary points at assigned quests
Susie: “This?”
Mary: “No”

15

Susie finally understands which link to open. Susie turns to
Jen and Joanna to find out what quest they chose even though
Mary is sitting right beside her.
Susie: “Ok, I forgot which one we got”
Joanna: “A drop of water”
Susie: “A drop of water”
Susie: “Where is a drop of water”
Mary and Jen show Susie the quest they chose.
Susie presses the quest, “I’m a drop of water”
and sings: “I’m a drop of water
oooooooooooooooooo”

16

17

Jen points at Susie’s screen and shows her, which quest it is
and then she shows her where to open the quest. Jen also
shows her how to maximize the quest. Instead Susie
minimizes another window. She maximizes the same
window again and then Jen shows her how to open the quest
one more time. Susie opens the quest and the window’s
maximize button is outside the screen. Jen is pointing on her
screen to show Susie how it should looks like.
They turn back to Susie’s screen and tries to find the
maximize button, but neither Jen nor Susie understands
what’s going on. Then Susie is scrolling down the page and
at the same time Joanna is interrupting Jen. Susie starts
reading the Quest even though she couldn’t maximize the
window.

When you open a quest
in Quest Atlantis, the
quests window isn’t
maximized. To make it
easier to read the quest
you can maximize the
window.
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End of sequence

18

19

Therese is helping Mary. The others sit quietly reading the
instructions for the quest. Jen turns to Charlotte and says that
she is done reading. Then Joanna also turns to Charlotte and
says that she had read it all. Charlotte tells them to start the
quest. Joanna sighs and says: “Do we have to read it again?”
It becomes quiet. Everyone is reading.
Joanna and Jen are discussing the quest and what they are
supposed to do. Joanna tells Jen something (unhearable) and
points at her screen. Then they look at Joanna’s screen.
Joanna turns to Charlotte.
Joanna: “I’m done”
Charlotte: “Yeah right”
Joanna: “We have to write a story about I’m
drop of water“
Joanna to Jen: “I’m a drop of water, you have
to start with I’m a drop of water”
Mary calls Therese for help.

20

21

22

Susie is about to start writing. She puts her hands on the
keyboard but doesn’t write anything. She looks at Jen’s
screen and then she looks at what Therese and Mary are
doing. Then she looks at Jen’s screen again. Now she takes
her hands of the keyboard and looks thoughtful.
Susie looks at Jen’s screen again and points at Jen’s first
sentence. She then turns to ask Charlotte if she should start
the sentence with “I’m a drop of water”. Charlotte nods and
Susie starts writing.
Joanna looks at Jen’s screen for a few seconds. Susie is
having a hard time concentrating. She turns her head and
looks at Charlotte, then back on her screen and starts writing
again. Joanna looks up at Jen’s screen again and then back on
her own and after a few seconds, she looks at Jen’s screen
again.
End of sequence

23

24

Everybody is concentrating on their quest. Susie asks Jen
how “fall” spells and Jen spells out the word for her. Susie
types it.
Joanna points at her screen and starts to read for Charlotte
what she has written on her quest.
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Joanna: “I pass places like…”
Charlotte: “If you were a drop of water, where
would you go?”
Joanna: “Sweden”
Charlotte: “You would?”
Joanna: “I just wrote it”
25

Charlotte and Joanna are talking about something
(unhearable). Jen crosses her arms and looks at Charlotte and
Joanna and shouts that she doesn’t know what to write about.
Charlotte and Joanna don’t bother Jen and continues talking.
Jen looks back on her screen and starts writing.
End of sequence

26

Jen turns to Charlotte and says that she is done with the
quest. Charlotte asks her to read it out loud and she does.

27

Therese shows Susie how to search for pictures on Google
and Susie starts to search for water drops. Mary turns to
Therese and wonders what to do next and at the same time
Susie also turns to Therese for help.
Mary: Therese, a I’m finished
Therese: Are you finished?
Mary: “…I don’t know what to write”
Therese: “Do you want to look for pictures, like
Susie does?”
Mary nods.
Susie: “I have choose one”
Therese: “Do you want that drop of water? You
have to save it”.
Susie: “ha?”
Therese: “Can you first tell Mary what to do,
how to find the pictures?”
Susie:”oh”
Susie helps Mary. Susie maneuvers Mary’s
mouse and opens Internet explorer and then
goes to Google.
Susie to Mary:”write water drop”, Susie
returns to her computer.
Mary types in the word water drop, she turns to Susie to get
some help but Susie is busy helping Jen.

Mary means that she is
finished with her
writing.

28 Susie shows her picture for Jen. Jen doesn’t know how to
search for pictures so Susie shows her. Joanna is looking at
Jen’s screen when Susie is showing Jen.
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Susie: “You press the …go on Internet”
Susie: “Write Google” and points in the
address field.
Jen to Susie: “I’m a drop of water, can I write
that?”
Susie: “No, ……water drop”
29

Mary turns to Therese to get some help to save the picture
she found on Google. Susie looks at Mary’s screen and sees
that they have chosen the same picture. Therese asks them if
they know how to save their pictures.
Therese: “Do you think you can figure out how
to save the picture?”
Susie: “Yeah”
Therese: “How do you do?”
Susie: “I don’t know”
Susie: “I press down here?”
Therese: “No, it has to be with the picture, you
have to have the mouse on the picture”
Susie: “öööööööööööö??”

30 Jen interrupts Susie and Mary’s discussion and wants Susie’s
help. Susie turns to Jen, so Mary asks Therese for help
instead.

We can’t see where she is
pointing with the mouse,
but it isn’t on the picture.
When you have searched
on pictures at Google, you
have to click on it to get it
bigger.

Therese: “Maybe you should try… do you have
a picture, do you have the mouse on the
picture? Then you press the right button, this
one, and you see save picture as” and points
where to press.
Therese: “Then you can save it like water drop
or what you want to call it, just write water
drop.”
End of sequence
31

32

Susie is standing right beside Jen (to her left) and points at
Jen’s screen and tries to explain something (unhearable) for
Jen and Charlotte.
Now Joanna, Jen and Susie are searching for pictures on
Google. Susie is saving another picture. Sofie is helping
Mary to attach her pictures to the quest. Joanna finds a
picture that is called something with “Atlantis”. She wants
Therese to see it. Therese asks her if she thinks it is QUEST
ATLANTIS.
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33

34

35

36

Jen has pressed a picture to see it bigger, but she shouts that
it isn’t coming up. Joanna says to her to be patient. Susie is
looking for new ones.
Mary leans over to Susie and asks her something. Susie leans
over to Mary and takes control of her mouse. But Mary
pushes away Susie’s hand and Susie looks back at her own
screen.
Joanna is saving a picture. Charlotte helps her with the
spelling of the file name by pronouncing the word she has
chosen really slowly so that she could guess the right letters.
Jen is also naming her picture, which she is about to save.
Susie has found another picture. Now she is counting how
many she has saved.
End of sequence
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3.8.3.1 Analysis of group 5
This group is working similar to group three. They are reading out loud and don’t
hesitate to ask us for help.
Joanna and Jen help and discuss with each other a lot. You can say that they are
the experts in this occasion. Joanna guides Jen through episodes 2 and 4 where
she first helps her to find the right link and how to log on and then she shows her
that she has a new email. Jen doesn’t ask Joanna to help her open her mailbox, but
since Joanna is pretty good at computers she saw right away that Jen got a new
email. Jen didn’t have a chance to figure out how to open her mailbox. Instead
she just followed Joanna’s directions.
In episode 19 it also shows that Joanna is the expert when she helps Jen start to
write on the quest. Even though Joanna is the expert in most cases, Jen sometimes
helps Joanna and becomes the expert. In episode 7 Therese shows Jen and Joanna
where to find assigned quests on Jen’s screen. Since Therese was pointing at Jen’s
screen Joanna had a hard time to follow, therefore she had to ask Jen for help in
episode 8.
There are also occasions were they together figure out things. They often verify
and check things with each other. Like in episode 6 where Joanna comes up with
an answer and wants Jen to confirm it. In episode 9 it’s vice versa, where Jen
wants confirmation from Joanna when she points on the quest at the screen.
Mary works pretty independently by her computer. She wouldn’t communicate
with the others if we didn’t affect her to. In episode 13 Therese makes Susie ask
Mary for help, even if we see that Susie first turns to Jen. Then in episode 15
Susie turns to Jen to ask something instead of Mary who’s sitting right beside her.
Her question about which quest they’ve got is answered by Joanna. But both Jen
and Mary points at the quest when she asks. A simple reason for why Susie rather
turns to Jen and Joanna for help instead of Mary, is that they are more popular.
It’s not like Susie rejects Mary in any way. But when Mary chooses to not
communicate much it becomes natural that nobody communicates with her either.
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Susie is the one that needs most help in this group. You can see that Jen continues
helping Susie through episode 16-17. But the problem they’ve run into was too
hard for Jen to solve. Jen also helps her to spell in episode 23.
In episode 20 you can see that Susie is uncertain of what to do so she looks at
Mary’s and Jen’s screens. When she looks at Jen’s screen again in episode 21 she
somehow chooses to ask us what she would start to write instead of asking Jen.
What’s interesting in this occasion is how Susie becomes the temporary expert.
Therese has shown Susie how to search for pictures in episode 27. She becomes
the only one who knows how to search for pictures. She shows Mary how to do it,
after we’ve asked her to and then she shows Jen in episode 28. You can also see
that Susie is explaining something in episode 31.
What our role does here is giving the one with low ability, who rarely ever
contributed with any help, a chance to become an expert, even if it’s temporary.
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3.9 Second session
3.9.1 Group 1
Presence: Rebecca (H), Louis (L), Linda (M), Sarah (H),
Heather (L)
Date: 23/4-03
Sarah
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “What does it mean to be Swedish?”
Documentation Videotape 12 minutes
Camera angle: Sarah and Heather
Heather
(Except for episode 5)

Louis

Course of events

1

Linda

Rebecca

Comments

Heather asks Sarah to help her to search for Quest Atlantis on
Google.
Heather to Sarah: “How do you spell Egypt,
Qu?”
Sarah: Leans over and spells out “Q U E S T
atlantis A T L A N T I S”
At the same time Heather writes Quest Atlantis
on Google
Sarah:”No!” Heather spells it wrong and Sarah
writes the word for her.

2

Sarah and Heather have searched for Quest Atlantis but there
are many different links. Sofie tells them that they should
pick the second link. Sarah finds the right one but Heather
doesn’t understand which one. Sarah points at the link on
Heather’s screen.

3

Then Sofie tells them to click on the log on part in the
gateway, which they do. Sarah has logged on and got some
help from Sofie to find the quest.
Heather is still trying to log on, but has forgotten her
password. Sofie looks it up.

There are some
pyramids in the
introduction movie
about Quest Atlantis.
We believe that’s why
she mixed Egypt with
Quest Atlantis.
When you search on
Google, you’ll get many
results. The second link
was the one who lead to
Quest Atlantis.

End of sequence
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4

Sarah points at Heather’s screen to show her the quest they
have chosen. “What does it mean to be Swedish?” Sarah and
Heather start to read the directions. Sarah reads it out loud.
Heather moves her lips but doesn’t read out loud.

5

Rebecca points on Linda’s screen to show that she needs to
move the window so she can maximize it. Linda doesn’t
understand so Rebecca maneuvers Linda’s mouse and moves
and maximize the window.
End of sequence

6

Sarah and Heather are writing on their quest. Heather is
leaning over Sarah to see what she is writing. She leans back
to her keyboard again and presses a couple of keys, looks up
at her screen and then leans over to Sarah again, looking at
her screen. She leans back to her seat again and tries to find
the right keys on the keyboard.

7

Sarah looks at Heather’s screen for a few seconds. Heather
looks up from the keyboard and meets Sarah’s look as she
turns towards Sarah’s screen one more time.
Sofie asks them to read out loud what they have been
writing.
Sofie: “So, what do you write?”
Heather: “umm”
Sofie: “Can you tell me?”
Heather:” In Sweden there is a different time.
And in Miami there is a different, another
time.”
Sofie: “Yeah, that’s right!”
Sarah:”The Sweden girls Sofie, Charlotte and
Therese talk two different languages. Also they
have a King and we have a President.”
Sofie: “Yeah, that’s very good!”

8

Heather is trying to write the same sentence as Sarah. When
9 Heather is done with her sentence she leans over again to see
Sarah’s next sentence. Sarah keeps on writing and doesn’t
mind that Heather is looking on her screen.
10

Sarah looks at Heather’s screen and then looks down at her
keyboard again to finish something. She then looks up again
and points at something that Heather has written and then
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corrects something (unhearable) by showing how to do it on
her own keyboard.
11

Heather tries to solve it on her own but it didn’t go that well.
So Sarah helps Heather to get her text right by pressing the
backspace key several times. Sarah starts to write the first
letters of something and then Heather tries to continue. Sarah
sees that Heather is uncertain of which key to press next, so
she points on the right one before she continues on her own
computer.

Sarah points in the air,
just a few centimeters
above on the right key
at the keyboard.

End of sequence
12

Heather is trying really hard and is continuing looking at
Sarah’s screen, while Sarah is writing.
Heather: “OH, she found a good one!”
Sofie: “She did? What did she find then?”
Sarah: “In Sweden they have a professor and in
this school we have ahh a principal.”
End of sequence

13

Here you can see that
Heather has been
reading what Sarah has
written. When Heather
says “OH…” she means
that Sarah has been
writing a good sentence,
which Sarah reads out
loud.

Heather reads out loud for Sofie what she has been writing.
Heather: “In Sweden there’s a different time,
and in Miami we have a different time, time,
time. In Sweden they have a professor and we
have a principal. And in Sweden there is a
school”
End of sequence

14

Sarah also reads out what she has been writing
Sarah: “Sweden girls, Sofie, Charlotte and
Therese talk two different languages. Also they
have a king and we have a president. They have
different times than we do. They live in a little
town in a big country. In Sweden they have a
professor and in our school we have a
principal. They are in collage and we are in
elementary school. In Sweden they have schools
and kids and Sweden starts school when they
are little or big and we start school when we
are 3 or 4.”
Sofie: “ooooooooooooooo Good, very good!”
End of Sequence
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3.9.1.1 Analysis of group 1
In this occasion the video camera was fixed on Sarah and Heather (except for
episode 5) and therefore we will just focus on this couple. According to the pretest Sarah has higher ability than Heather and she helps Heather a lot and she can
be regarded as the expert in this case.
In the 1st episode you can see that Heather asks Sarah how to spell Quest Atlantis.
Sarah spells it out but Heather spells it wrong. First Sarah gives Heather a chance
to do it correctly on her own, but since Heather spells it wrong Sarah maneuvers
Heather’s keyboard and writes the word for her.
In episode 2, 3 and 4 Sarah is helping Heather by pointing at her screen to show
the right link and also the right quest.
During the whole activity Heather is frequently watching Sarah’s screen. Sarah is
working independently with her quest but helps Heather in episodes 9, 10 and 11.
In episode 12 Heather reads what Sarah has written which she later on “copies” as
you can see in episode 13.
When we started to compare the quotations in episode 5 and 11 we saw that even
though Sarah is the expert she resembles Heather’s part about the time difference.
Even though Heather has lower ability and isn’t much help for Sarah she
contributed physically unnoticeable to the collaboration by giving Sarah an idea
what to write about. Heather is what we call a concealed contributor.
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3.9.2 Group 2
Presence: Steve (H), Matthew (H), Michael (H)
and Sam (H)
Date: 23/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “Creative creature adaptation”
Michael
Matthew
Steve
Sam
Documentation Videotape 15 min
Camera angle: The camera is standing fixed pretty far away from the computers
so it’s hard to hear anything that is said.
Course of events
1

Sam has got some problems with the program. Charlotte and
Sofie are trying to fix it. Steve has started on the first quest
they had chosen because he couldn’t log on the first session.

2

Now Matthew is leaning against Steve, looking at his screen.
Therese walks up behind them and looks at what they are
doing.
Michael is sitting quiet by his computer, searching on the
web. He glances at what Matthew and Steve are doing a
couple of times. Therese leans over to Michael’s screen and
walks over to him and sits down beside him. She says
something to him, but he doesn’t say a thing.

3

Sam’s computer isn’t working. Charlotte and Sofie are still
trying to fix it. Sam is now observing what Steve is doing on
his screen. Matthew reads quietly and so does Michael.

4

5

6

Sam starts pointing at something on Steve’s screen. They
talk, and then Sam points one more time and says something.
Then Steve talks and Sam points on the screen again. They
talk some more and then Sam points an additional time.
Charlotte interrupts by asking Sam to try to log in one more
time.

Comments
During this occasion it is
no longer Steve who has
problems with his
password. This occasion it
is Sam, who has problems
instead.

The fixed camera makes it
hard to hear what they are
talking about.

Matthew leans over to Steve and looks at his screen for a few
seconds then he leans back to his seat and continues reading.
Michael glances at Matthew’s screen.
Steve is talking out loud (unhearable). Sam and Charlotte are
trying to log on to Sam’s homepage. Steve glances at Sam’s
screen. For a while they are all quiet and concentrating on
their reading.
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7

8

9

10

Steve says something about that he couldn’t find his picture.
Therese is still sitting beside Michael. They are both looking
at the screen and she says something to him and he just nods.
Therese gets out of the chair and walks away. Michael then
glances on what Matthew is reading about. He says
something to Matthew and Matthew leans over to look at
Michael’s screen. They talk and Michael points at something
on his screen. Matthew looks back on his own screen and
continues reading.
Steve is still searching for a picture and Sam is looking at
what Steve is doing because we still hadn’t solved the
problem with the computer.
Michael glances at Matthew’s screen. Then he looks out in
the room and then back at Matthew’s screen. Matthew is still
reading quietly. Michael looks back on his screen then he
glances one more time at Matthew’s and then back on his
own. After this he starts focusing on his keyboard, he starts
to type. He types a few letters and then he stops and starts
reading what he has written. He continues typing.

11

Steve says something to Charlotte about something that had
erased when he did something and next thing that happens is
that Steve and Sam talks about a picture he found. Sam needs
help with something and turns to Charlotte. Charlotte tells
him to ask Steve instead.

12

At the same time Sofie is reading what Michael have been
writing and tells him, he did a good job. Charlotte tells Sam
to collaborate with Steve since he failed to log on.

13

14

Then Therese is able to log on, on Sam’s homepage on
another computer and calls for him. Sam changes computer
so he will be able to log on to Quest Atlantis and therefore he
will be sitting outside the group.
Matthew and Michael are working by them selves and Steve
is discussing with Charlotte about saving the picture. Now
Charlotte and Steve are discussing how Steve should do, to
add the picture to his quest.
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15

Michael is looking at Matthew’s screen and says something
unhearable to him. Matthew turns therefore to Michael and
looks at his screen and his picture. Steve and Charlotte is still
discussing Steve’s pictures and is teaching him how to do
something unhearable and points at his screen, while the
others are sitting quiet and working independently.
End of sequence
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3.9.2.1 Analysis of group 2
The camera was standing fixed pretty far away from the pupils and therefore it is
hard to hear and notice what’s going on during the activity. Since we hardly heard
anything when we watched the tape, we had to look closer to their body language
to see if and how they collaborated with each other.
Like their first occasion, they work independently and doesn’t collaborate or
communicate that much and barely ask us for help.
Neither expert nor temporary expert appeared in this occasion, the only kind of
collaboration we could see was their looking and glancing at each other. They
communicated a bit but we can’t decide whether it was to collaborate or not.
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3.9.3 Group 3
Presence: Billy (H), Philip (L), Sebastian
(L) and Richard (L)
Date: 24/4-03
Location: In the classroom
Quest: “The sky is the limit”
Documentation Videotape 5 minutes
Camera angle: Sofie walked around with
the camera, filming Richard and Billy
separately and Sebastian and Philip
together.

Billy
Richard

Course of events
1

2

3

4

Sebastian

Philip

Comments

Richard and Billy are sitting quiet and working by
themselves. Richard is continuing with his first quest.
Philip asks Charlotte to help him find the movie about the
legend of Quest Atlantis. Sebastian is doing the same thing
and point on his screen and asks Charlotte where to find the
movie.
Therese asks Billy if he wants to listen to the quest by using
earphones. He wants to do that, so Therese shows him where
to press to be able to listen to the audio voice.
Sebastian opens the movie and Philip shows him where to
press play on the media player, by pointing at his screen.
Sebastian starts running the movie and Charlotte asks him if
he can hear something through his earphones.
Charlotte: “You hear something?”
Sebastian: “No, it’s off”
Philip: “Oh my god. What!”
Charlotte: “Did you hear something?”
Sebastian: “Yeah”
Charlotte: “You did?”
Philip: “Mine is different, I have to…”
Charlotte: “You want to make it bigger…look in
the, up…tools”

5

Since we are in the classroom, it is hard to hear what people
are saying. They have to be quiet, because of the regular
lesson in the classroom.

6

Charlotte is sitting behind Sebastian and Philip as they are
watching the movie. When Philip and Sebastian are finished,
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they log on to Quest Atlantis. Philip opens his friend’s list to
add some friends.
End of sequence
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3.9.3.1 Analysis of group 3
This day was “take your daughter and son to work” day and therefore there were
fewer pupils. So we decided to have the activity in the classroom even though
Ms.Veiga had the regular lesson in the same room.
Because of the environment in the classroom they had to be quiet and couldn’t
just talk out loud to each other if they wanted to. This was one of the things that
affected the collaboration; another thing was that they used earphones. Sebastian
and Philip wanted to watch the movie about Quest Atlantis; they used earphones
so that they wouldn’t disturb the lesson. Billy was working with a quest and
probably wanted the earphones because Sebastian and Philip used them. This was
probably not the only reason. We noticed that lot of the pupils reads the quest out
loud and we think they do that because it is easier for them to understand what
they are reading.
In their first occasion Billy read the quest out loud, but this time they had to be
quiet. To easier understand the quest he used the earphones to listen to the
directions instead. When the directions have finished he still wears the earphones.
We think that he wanted to isolate him self to be able to concentrate on the quest.
The short documentation has to do with the fact that it was too hard to hear
anything. It was too noisy and the regular lesson kind of strayed off. This also
made it difficult for us to hear during our transcription.
Since we only have 5 minutes documented it is hard to see if there are any
expert/temporary expert or concealed contributor. The only collaboration we
could see in this occasion was in episode 4. Here you can see that Philip helps
Sebastian with the media player, because he has more knowledge about computers
than Sebastian. This makes Philip become a temporary expert during this part of
the activity.
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3.9.4 Group 5
Presence: Joanna (H), Mary (M), Susie (L), Annie (L), John* (L)
Date: 25/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “Creative creature adaptation”
Documentation: Videotape 25 minutes
Camera angle: Sofie is moving around
with the camera, but
mostly filming Annie.
* Jen was absent this
session
* John joined the group Joanna
John
Broken Susie
instead of Jen
Course of events
1

2

Susie is talking about something with us but Therese
interrupts her and asks her to concentrate. Mary tries to open
explorer but nothing happens and now she has to change
computer.

Mary

Annie

Comments
First Mary sits down
between John and Susie,
and then she moves to
sit between Susie and
Annie.

Joanna and Annie walk in to the computer lab. Joanna opens
explorer right away and John is still searching for Quest
Atlantis on Google. Joanna is already typing her username
and her password.
End of sequence

3

Susie, Mary and Annie have entered Quest Atlantis and
Annie has even opened her quest and reads out loud what she
has been writing.
Annie: “I press…here is my sentence look “I’m
a drop of water, racing for the sky,””
Susie looks at Therese: ”Can I see my email”
Annie to Therese: “I forgot, come and see”
Susie: “I want to check my email”

Annie opens the quest
she started the day
before which isn’t
documented. Since she
didn’t finish the quest
“I’m a drop of water”,
she continues on that
one.

Sofie tells Susie how to check her email, at the same time she
also is trying to make Mary remember what quest she chose.
4

Everybody is talking out loud and there is a lot of noise in the
computer lab. John adds some friends to his friend list and
Joanna has opened a quest and understands that she has to
read a lot of information before she can start working with
the quest. She asks us if she can listen to the quest by using
earphones. But we didn’t find any.
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5 Susie is reading out loud what the quest says. Annie
continues writing on her drop of water quest. She looks at
Therese’s t-shirt to spell the words correctly; in this case it
was “Superstars”.

Annie has to see the
words in front of her
before she can spell
them.

6 Mary is asking Therese which quest she’s going to open.
Therese is standing behind Annie. Annie needs help.
Annie: “How do I erase it?”
Therese: “Do you want to erase it?
Annie: “No that’s alright”
Annie: “To the superstars”
Therese: “If you have the marker there (shows
on the keyboard) you press delete and if you
have it on the other side, press there” (shows
backspace)
Annie erases and looks at Therese.
7 First Susie looks at what John is doing then she turns to
Mary. Mary asks her about the quest.
Susie: “Drop of water”
Mary: “No”
Susie: “A drop of water”
Mary: “No”
Susie looks at Mary’s screen: “No you have to
do a drop of water”
Susie points at her own screen
Annie: “You have to start with I am drop of
water”
Susie: “The second one”
Susie: “Finish the…go up gogogo up“ (Susie is
reaching for Mary’s arrow keys but Mary raises
her left arm so that Susie can’t reach it) ´”now
go down you have to do that”
Annie: “Yeah”

We can’t hear what
Mary is asking Susie.
Susie sees that Mary
hasn’t started her
sentence correct.

We don’t know what
Susie means with “The
second one”.

8 Annie asks Therese how to say beach in Swedish. Annie tries
to repeat the Swedish word “strand”.
Mary asks Therese about something. Therese explains how
she searches for pictures on Google.
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9

Annie shouts that she wants to see the movie (about Quest
Atlantis).
Then she has problem with something else. She shouts at
Therese.
Annie: “Can I make this bigger or does it have
to stay small like that”
Therese: “No if you press the maximize,
between the x and the other one in the middle,
yeah”
Annie finds the button.

Annie wants to make the
window bigger.

10 Therese tells Mary that she should press on “Images” on
Google to find pictures.
11

Annie is constantly turning backwards, looking at Therese’s
t-shirt to see how “Superstars” is spelled.

12 Mary and John leave the computer lab and goes to the fast
forward lab. But John doesn’t want to so he’s going to ask if
he can come back here.
13 Annie types something wrong and gets frustrated over her
mistake. She has a hard time concentrating. Annie tells
Therese that she is done with her Quest. She asks if she
should read it out loud for Therese.

Mary and John
(among others, but not
in this group) attend to
something called “Fast
forward lab” and this
activity collided with
ours.

End of sequence
14

Therese sits right beside Annie. She helps her with spelling
and grammar.
Annie reads out loud for Therese.
Therese: “When you’ve finished the sentence
what do you do then?”
Annie continues reading:”…to the ocean”
Therese: “So it just flies from Ms. Veigas
classroom to the ocean “
Annie: “Let me see, there’s a leak in the room”
Therese: “Yes”

Annie is having a hard
time concentrating and
Therese tries to make her
focus on the activity, by
sitting next to her. Therese
is trying to discuss the
quest with her by asking
her questions.

Some mumbling between them
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Therese: “Finish the sentence, what do you do
when the sentence is over?”
Annie: “A period”
Therese: “Then you want to write about the
leak.”
15 Annie can’t concentrate. She’s looking at everything else but
her screen. She looks into the camera and after that she asks
Sofie a lot of personal questions.
Then she starts to write for a few seconds and then she looks
at something else again.
End of sequence
16 Joanna is writing on her quest and John is talking to Susie.
John then looks at what Joanna is doing. Joanna shouts to
Charlotte that she had changed her topic. She is writing about
Tigers instead. She had found a lot of pictures.
17 Susie needs help spelling the word duck. Charlotte says Duck
out loud so that Susie can guess how it spells. Then John
turns to Susie.
John: “D O U K”
Susie: “No”
John continues typing
Charlotte: “Should there be an O there?”
John looks at Susie
Susie: “D U O K”
John: “No“
Susie: “No O“
Susie: “There’s no O“
Charlotte looks at John: “There’s no O?”
John to Susie: “You don’t know”
Susie: “You don’t know either”
John: “She is smarter than you”
Susie: “Duck I’m gooood”

The second quest the
group chose to work
with was creative
creature adaptation.
Then the pupils should
pick an animal and
write about it.
Susie and John try to
spell the word duck,
since Susie chose to
work with the animal
duck.

18 Charlotte is helping Joanna to find the picture she saved.
John looks at what they are doing and then he looks what the
others are doing and then back on his screen.
End of Sequence
This is how the
pupils finally sat
during the activity.
broken

John

broken

Susie

Joanna

Annie
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Joanna’s computer is broken so she had to change computer.
19 She takes the one where Mary sat.
20 Therese and Annie is discussing something and pointing on
the screen. Therese asks Annie what it says on the computer
but she doesn’t get an answer. Therese tries to show Annie
how to save pictures, but Annie is having a hard time
concentrating as usual.
21 Therese reads the reflection part out loud for Annie. But she
starts to talk about McDonald’s and other stuff instead.
End of sequence
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3.9.4.1 Analysis of group 5
This day was our last day at Kensington Park. The pupils were excited and sad at
the same time and that was why this occasion was pretty disorganized. During this
occasion there were a lot of activity, but less collaboration than their first
occasion. They worked very independently.
We can’t find any kind of expert in this occasion. The only collaboration there
were was in episode 7 and 17.
In episode 7 there is collaboration going on, but we don’t really know what’s
happening in the episode. Probably Mary has some problem to find what quest to
work with. Then Susie tries to help her and tells her to click on the quest “I’m a
drop of water”. Since Mary already has been working with this quest during the
first session, she answers no.
As you can see in episode 17, Susie and John are trying to spell out the word duck
right and they arguing about different ways of spelling it until they find the right
spelling.
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3.9.5 Group 6
Presence: Jack (L), Brad (L), *Philip (L), *Louis (L), *Nicole (H)
Date: 25/4-03
Location: In the computer lab
Quest: “Sweden heroes around the world”
Documentation: Videotape 20 minutes
Brad
Philip
*Joey, Katherine and Chris were absent
this occasion and therefore *Philip, *Louis and *Nicole
joined the group instead.
Camera angle: The camera was fixed on Brad, Philip and Jack,
except for episode 12.

Jack

Course of events

Comments

Louis

Nicole

Philip has logged on to Quest Atlantis and Jack is typing his
password and username. Jack asks Philip where to press to
continue the activity. Then Charlotte asks Philip if he know
how to maximize the window.

1

Charlotte: “Do you know how to maximize the
window?”
Philip: “I don’t know”
Charlotte: “You don’t?”
Philip: “What’s maximize?”
Charlotte: “You get the window all over”
2

Brad hasn’t logged on yet but starts typing his password and
username. Jack looks at Philip to get some help from him and
Philip tells Jack what to do and points at Jack’s screen.
Philip shouts to Jack: “What’s your password
…send me an email”
Jack: “Where?”
Philip: “Go to my class”
Jack: “Where is my class?
Philip: “Right there” Philip is showing on
Jack’s screen”
Jack: “Aha”
Philip: “and you look right there and just click
on me and then send me an email”
Philip: “That’s your email there”

When you open the link
“my class” you’ll find
all the names. Philip
points on his name in the
list, which Jack presses,
and Philip’s homepage
opens up. From there
Jack can chose to send
an email to Philip, by
pressing the button
“Email me”.

3 Brad stands beside Philip and watches his screen. Brad asks
Philip something. Philip has opened the class list and Jack is
shouting on Philip.
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Jack: “Where are yours? Philip, Philip where
is your name”
Philip:”I’m just here, Philip” (points at Jack’s
screen on his own name)
Jack: “Where is your name, Where?”
Philip: “Just email me”
Philip: “What do you want to write?”
Jack: “I’m so excited.”
Philip:”When are you going to write this?”
(And types on Jack’s keyboard)

We don’t know what
Philip means when he
says: “”When are you
going to write this?”.

4 Jack walks away from his computer and at the same time
Philip is writing something at Jack’s computer.
Brad hasn’t logged on yet. Jack can’t find the “T-key” on the
5 keyboard so Philip leans over to him and shows him the
present key. Philip is watching Jack typing.
6

7

Brad writes the wrong password so Sofie has to help him go
back to the logon site. Jack asks us if he could send emails.
Brad stands up behind Philip to see what he and Jack are
doing.
Jack walks over to Philip’s computer and asks him to open
his email.
Jack: “Send mail. Can we send it, can we send
it?”
Sofie: “Yeah sure!”
Philip:”I want to see it”
Jack: “Mail! You got mail Philip. You got one.”
Philip says something unhearable
Jack: “Where do we press to send it?”
Philip: “Oh there you are”
Jack: “Jack”
Jack: “Hold on, why do you do that?
Don’t you want to see”, (Stands behind Philip
and reads from the email) “I don’t like you”
Jack: “Look what I send Philip. Philip I don’t
like you, I wrote that.”

8

Jack wants to sends some more emails and asks us how to do.
Charlotte asks Jack to whom he wants to send it. Philip has
opened his class list and is looking at his classmate’s
homepages and Brad has finally managed to log on to Quest
Atlantis.
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9 Brad stands up behind Philip and asks Jack what quest they
chose, but doesn’t get an answer. Brad lets Philip and Jack be
aware of that they are filmed and they start waving.
10 Brad is still trying to get Jack’s attention about what quest
they chose but Jack is busy asking Charlotte if he can send
some more emails.
11 Philip can’t find Jack’s name in the class list so Brad points it
out for him. Charlotte shows Jack how to send emails. Philip
points at Brad’s screen and tells him that he got an email and
shows him how to open the email. Sofie tries to make Brad
open a quest and Philip still can’t find Jack’s name.
12 Therese is sitting next to Louis and is listen to her story.
13 Philip isn’t writing on any quest so Charlotte asks him what
he is doing. Then Jack tells him that he got a new email.
Charlotte to Philip: “Are you questing?”
Philip: “Where is the movie”
Jack: “Philip you got an email”
Philip:”Ohh”
Charlotte to Jack: “You haven’t written
anything it’s just the subject”
Philip: “See, look”
Philip: “You’re a dog!” (Reading from Jack’s
email)
Philip: “You didn’t write anything” (laughs)
Jack: “Yeah I wrote that”
Charlotte: “But that’s just the subject”
Jack: “No I wrote that”
Charlotte: “That’s just a subject”
Jack: “No”
Charlotte: “You haven’t written any message.”
Jack: “But I wrote that”
Philip laughs
Charlotte: “Yeah but it doesn’t say anything
more.”
Even though Charlotte is trying to make Jack understand that
14 he just send an empty email with a subject within the email
and nothing else, he doesn’t understand.

15 Now Brad also wants to send emails. Philip shows Jack how
to not send empty emails and then Philip takes over Jack’s
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computer and Jack walks away. Philip sends an email to
himself from Jack’s email saying: “You are smart”. Philip
shows Jack that this email was sent from Jack’s email and
then Jack gets a bit upset and laughs.
16 Jack looks at Philip and wants Philip to email him. Charlotte
helps Brad to spell some words. Philip emails Jack and then
he goes to Jack’s computer and opens up it in the inbox.
Philip is watching Jack when Jack is open Philips email.
17 Philip is up running in the computer lab and Sofie tells him
to sit down and start work with a quest instead. Philip doesn’t
know where to find the quests so Sofie points it out for him.
Philip doesn’t want to do the quests.
18

Jack still doesn’t understand how to send emails so Sofie has
to show him again how to do it. Jack hears Nicole and Louis
laughing and talking and then he lost his concentration.
End of sequence
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3.9.5.1 Analysis of group 6
During this very last occasion there were a lot of running and screaming in the
computer lab and therefore the activity became unserious. Brad, Philip and Jack
were writing emails to each other, which contained drivels. Even though they
wrote drivels they learned how to write and send emails. When Brad and Jack
didn’t know how to proceed, they tried to get some help from either Philip or us.
As you can see in episode 1, 2, 3, 5, 15 Jack turns to Philip for help. Then Philip
shows Jack and explains what he should do. Usually Philip isn’t the one, pupils
ask for help. But during this occasion they noticed that he had good knowledge
about computers and therefore they turned to him for help several times. As Philip
helped and explained for Brad and Jack what to do and how to do it, he became an
expert. They didn’t work with any quest and during the whole occasion they just
emailed.
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4 Discussion
Since we have found similarities and new concepts within co-learning during our
tuition experiment, we are now going to discuss our result. During our
experiment, we combined parts of the three different peer learning concepts
without even knowing it.
We found out that the environment was of big importance to increase the
collaboration between pupils. Since we were the teachers, we decided the
structure of the lessons and how we wanted each occasion of the activity to be. To
increase the pupil’s motivation we let them decide their own groups. The group
members had to work with the same quest, because we wanted to facilitate the
collaboration. Even if we hadn’t determined what our focus was when we started
the activity, we wanted to facilitate every sign of collaboration and affect the
pupils towards a more collaborative learning. That was why we decided to have
the activity in the computer lab, since the environment there was more relaxed and
the pupils didn’t have to concern other lessons going on at the same time. We also
organized the way they were sitting by putting them next to each other so there
wouldn’t be any empty seats between them. We believe that this also facilitated
the collaboration. Løkensgard Hoel (in Pramling Samuelsson, Sheridan, Williams,
p. 83, 2000) means that children’s emplacement in the classroom affects the
teamwork.
Our way of leading the pupils in to collaboration was when the pupils asked us for
help we told them to ask their friend beside them instead, which we clearly could
see in our field material. Over and over again the pupils asked us first and then
turned to their friend beside. If we hadn’t encouraged them to ask their friend
instead of us we don’t think there would be that much collaboration between the
pupils as it was now. Unlike Damon and Phelps theory about peer tutoring, where
children rather turn to their friends for help than ask a teacher, we found that our
pupils didn’t very much take advantage of each others knowledge by asking each
other for help, instead of us. Even though we encourage them to help each other,
their growth and their culture have fostered them to ask either their teacher or
some other adult, since they know this person would give the right answer.
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As you can see in figure 26, group 2 is the only group who has less collaboration
in both occasions. But group 3 and 5 also has less collaboration in one of their
sessions. There are certain reasons for this. In group 3’s case it wasn’t a regular
school day and therefore we held the activity in the classroom were there were a
lot of noise and running around. It was also pretty disorganized in group 5’s case
and a reason for that is that it was our last day at KPE.
Group
Group 1

Session 1
No film

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Less Collaboration
Expert, temporary expert
No film

Session 2
Expert,Concealed
Contributor
Less Collaboration
Less collaboration
No film

Group 5
Group 6

Temporary Expert
No film

Less Collaboration
Mixed group, Expert

Fig. 26 This table shows in what group and when the different patterns occurred

4.1 Wider perspective
In Damon’s and Phelps’s peer tutoring approach there is one pupil who is the
expert and the other child is the novice, we agree but we think that an expert
should be seen in a wider perspective. We mean that an expert doesn’t only
appear occasionally. An expert appears many times, within different subjects.
If we only look at one occasion or one moment between two pupils (fig.27), we
can see that person A is the novice and person B is the expert.

A

Moment 1
novice

B

Moment 1
expert

Fig. 27
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But if we look at an overall picture of many different moments (fig.28), we can
see that person A is an expert in three out of four moments and that person B only
is an expert in one of 4 moments.

A

Moment 1
novice

Moment 2
expert

Moment 3
expert

B

Moment 1
temporary
expert/conceale
d contributor

Moment 2
novice

Moment 3
novice

Moment 4
expert

Moment 4
novice

Fig. 28

What we mean is that since person B (fig.28) is just an expert in one out of several
moments we don’t declare that person as an expert. We call him/her a temporary
expert or a concealed contributor, depending on the circumstances.

4.2 Who can be a contributor to collaboration?
In the beginning of our study we thought that the ones who contributed to the
collaboration were the pupils with high ability. We thought that the expert always
had higher ability than rest of the group.
The first and obvious thing we saw during our transcription was that the pupils
more or less collaborated. After many hours in front of the film (when we
watched the tapes) we started to discuss the different occasions. When we
discussed group 1 (in the second occasion) we went deeper in to the transcript and
could really see that the one with low ability had contributed to the collaboration
by giving the one with high ability a hint of what to write about within the subject.
To see this concealed contributor would have been impossible if we hadn’t
watched the tapes over and over again.
We were surprised to see that even if a pupil had low ability, he or she could
contribute to the collaboration in forms as a temporary expert or a concealed
contributor.
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We also wondered why there didn’t appear any kind of expert in group 2 (See
fig.26). The main thing can be that they all have the same ability and maybe that
was the reason they didn’t collaborate more, perhaps they didn’t need each others
help. We noticed that groups with mixed ability increased the collaboration. But at
the same time, just because they have the same ability it doesn’t mean that they
have the same knowledge about things. But overall the pupils within group 2 are
good at reading and writing and maybe that’s all they need to handle in the
quests? Perhaps if we had some more lessons together the result would be
different. Or maybe the reason can be as simply as it has to do with their
personality, perhaps the pupils are very shy and calm and therefore the
collaboration were less.
The main conclusion of this thesis is that a child with low ability to learn also
can contribute something to the collaboration within a group, he or she can be a
Temporary Expert and Concealed Contributor.
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Appendix 1
Date: Wed, 11 Jun 2003 18:25:12 -0500
From: "Thomas, Michael K" <micthoma@indiana.edu>
To: mda00cco@student.bth.se
Cc: "Dodge, Tyler H" <tdodge@indiana.edu>, "Barab, Sasha A."
<sbarab@indiana.edu>
Subject: Questions about QA
>Who came up with the QA idea? when did you start this project?
Depending on how you define QA, different individuals and
groups are responsible for the idea of Quest Atlantis.
Drawing on work establishing the benefits & challenges of
using computer-based educational software in after-school
environments, Sasha Barab (IU) and Kurt Squire (MIT)
thought of the idea of bringing to that setting a meta-game
structure, based on the work in the video-game industry.
This was in early 2000.
Since then, different aspects of the Quest Atlantis program
developed, sometimes embellishing that original idea and
sometimes establishing an entirely new dimension to the
project. Please let us know if you are interested in any
particular aspect of the program.
> How did you set the level of the different quests?
The "difficulty level" is a guideline based on the amount of
time the developer of the quest expects a child to spend
toward its completion. This issue is closely related to
Questers' desire or need for the extrinsic reinforcement
represented by points, which we consider to be not ends in
themselves but, rather, a public acknowledgement of
students' accmumulated wisdom and practical achievements.
> Have you done any research of children using QA or have you recieved any
other feedback about the program?
Yes, we have several articles scheduled for publication or
review for publication, some of which are available online
at http://inkido.indiana.edu/aera_2003/
Thank you for your interest in our work, and please consider
sending a copy of your thesis to our team. Good luck,
from Tyler Dodge
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Appendix 2
Ability levels are identified in various ways including but not
limited to the use of the following assessment instruments:
¾ Morrison McCall Spelling / Dictation Test
Quick and easy way to get a basic starting level for initial grouping / seating
arrangements. Used primarily at the beginning of the school year.

¾ FCAT Reading Practice Test – Pretest
(FCAT = Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test)
Developed by Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) and
administered throughout the county at the beginning of the school
year. Scoring guides provided to teachers by M-DCPS.

¾ FCAT Mathematics Practice Test – Pretest
Developed by Miami-Dade County Public Schools and administered
throughout the county at the beginning of the school year. Scoring
guides provided to teachers by M-DCPS.

¾ FCAT (Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test)
Developed by the Florida Department of Education. Students are tested in
March and
tests are sent away for scoring. See www.dadeschools.net section:
Information about the FCAT for further details.
¾ Third Grade Reading FCAT measures:
¾ Words & Phrases in Context
¾ Main Idea, Plot, and Purpose
¾ Comparisons and Cause / Effect
¾ Reference and Research
¾ Third Grade Math FCAT measures:
¾ Number Sense, concepts, and Operations
¾ Measurement
¾ Geometry and Spatial Sense
¾ Algebraic Thinking
¾ Data Analysis and Probability
¾ Florida Writes! Expository and Narrative Writing Pretests
Developed by Miami-Dade County Public Schools and administered
throughout the county at the beginning of the school year. Scoring
rubrics / guides provided to teachers by M-DCPS.
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¾ DRA Direct Reading Assessment Reading Test
Assessment materials purchased by Miami-Dade County Public
Schools. Administered every nine-week grading period to students
scoring below a certain level. Tests reading fluency and
comprehension.
¾ A variety of assessment options included in the basal reading series including
thematic unit tests. Assessment materials and scoring guides provided by
textbook publisher. Used on an ongoing basis throughout the year.

¾ Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI)
The Lexile score is one performance indicator that will be used to adjust
instruction for students and is one of the methods used to determine if
intervention strategies are recommended. SRI is typically administered in
May.

¾ Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD)
Certain students have been identified as having Specific Learning Disabilities
after going through a series of standardized tests administered by school
psychologists where results have indicated a discrepancy (gap) between
identified / assessed ability and achievement levels.
If students need assistance in both Reading and Math they are placed in a
Resource setting where they go to another teacher in a smaller group setting to
receive instruction in those subjects. If students mostly need assistance in
Reading only then they are placed in an Inclusion setting where they stay with
the general education teacher all day and the Exceptional Student Education
(ESE) teacher comes to the room and co-teaches with the general education
teacher.

Ability Groupings:
In terms of ability grouping basically:
High ability = Working above grade level.
Typically Gifted students are in this category.
Medium ability = Working at grade level.
Low ability = Working below grade level.
Included in this group are students identified as having Specific Learning
Disabilities after being tested by school psychologists using a standard set of
testing instruments. Additionally this group includes students tested for
possible learning disabilities who did not qualify for the program due to there
not being a sufficient discrepancy between their identified ability and
achievement levels.
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Information sheet regarding the SRI Test

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOLASTIC READING INVENTORY
Information for Parents / Guardians of students in Grades 1-6:
In May 2003, your child took the Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI). The score
on the SRI is called the Lexile score. The Lexile score from the May 2003
administration of the SRI can be found on your child's June report card. Your
child should be able to read books that are a Lexile level slightly higher or lower
than the SRI Lexile score he/she received. That is, texts and books that have
Lexile levels as much as 50 points higher and as much as 100 points lower than
your child's Lexile score should provide your child with reading materials that are
at an appropriate level of challenge.
At school, this score will be used by your child's teacher to match your child's
reading level with books used for instructional and independent reading purposes.
Lists of books with Lexile numbers can be found at your child's school. Although
the list of Lexiled titles is growing, not all of the wonderful books available to
students have Lexile numbers. This should not limit your child from reading any
book in any language that he/she feels comfortable with to meet the five book per
nine-week independent reading assignment.
Of particular importance is the fact that the Lexile Score is only one of several
performance indicators used to determine if your child is meeting the Miami-Dade
County Public Schools standard for reading. The Lexile score is one performance
indicator that will be used to adjust instruction for your child and to determine if
intervention strategies are recommended. The possible Lexile score ranges on the
SRI at the elementary school grade levels are Preprimer (“PP”) to 1125. A score
of “Out of Range” signifies that the student did not get enough items correct to
receive a score and will be retested at the school. Below are the Lexile score
ranges corresponding to each grade level reading standard. Students who score in
the range for their specific grade level are identified as meeting the reading
standard specified for the SRI. Students whose scores fall below the lowest score
for a grade level may require intervention strategies.
Grade Level Reading Standards (Lexile Scores) for Spring 2003
Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
Above
401 or
601 or
751 or
851 or
911 or
976 or
Standard
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Higher
Reading
250 – 400 400 – 600 600-750
700 – 850 750 – 910 850-975
Standard
Below
PP – 249
PP – 399
OR – 599 OR – 699 OR – 749 OR - 849
Standard
Note: A statement of “Not on File” or “Absent/Exempt/Invalid” on your child's report card signifies that your
child was either absent during testing, exempt from testing, or the test was invalidated.
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The Comprehensive Reading Plan of Miami-Dade County Public Schools
requires 30 minutes of daily independent reading practice in school and 30
minutes of independent reading practice at home. We hope that the Lexile score
will serve as a tool to identify books that students can read so that they will JUST
READ!
If you have any questions, please contact your child's school.
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